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NEW QUESTION: 1
Which of the following will you use to diagnose and recover
from serious errors that may prevent Windows Server 2008 R2
operating systems from booting successfully?
A. Windows AIK
B. Windows DS
C. Windows RE
D. Windows SIM
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 2
A. Option D
B. Option B
C. Option C

D. Option A
Answer: A
Explanation:
* A one-way, outgoing realm trust allows resources in your
Windows Server domain (the domain that you are logged on to at
the time that you run the New Trust Wizard) to be accessed by
users in the Kerberos realm.
* You can establish a realm trust between any non-Windows
Kerberos version 5 (V5) realm and an Active Directory domain.
This trust relationship allows cross-platform interoperability
with security services that are based on other versions of the
Kerberos V5 protocol, for example, UNIX and MIT
implementations. Realm trusts can switch from nontransitive to
transitive and back. Realm trusts can also be either one-way or
two-way.
Reference: Create a One-Way, Outgoing, Realm Trust

NEW QUESTION: 3
What are three resources used in the Correlation phase of the
event lifecycle?
A. Filters, rules,data monitors
B. Rules, active channels, trends
C. Dashboards, queries, filters
D. Query viewers, active channels, data monitors
Answer: A
Explanation:
Reference:http://www.triadsquare.com/training-programs/security
-information-and-eventmanagement-siem/arcsight/aesa-esm-securit
y-analyst(See the Learning Objectives Point #04).
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